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Abst rac t - -A  residual-based error estimator for the MINI-element approximation of the Stokes 
problem is considered. It is shown that the bubble part of the MINI-element approximation is a term 
of this estimator. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the numerical approximation of partial differential equations, it is often very important to 
detect regions where the accuracy of the numerical solution is degraded by local singularities of 
the solution of the continuous problem. If the discretization is refined in these critical regions, 
we can reach a better overall accuracy of the numerical solution. A way to identify these regions 
automatical ly is to construct a posteriori error estimators, i.e., explicit bounds for the approxi- 
mation error based on computable quantities. In this note, we will consider a residual-based error 
estimator introduced in [1] for the MINI-element approximation of the Stokes system. We will 
show how this estimator can be recovered by considering the bubble part of the finite element 
solution. 
We use the classical variational approach based on the Hilbert space H(~(~) of square- 
integrable functions with square-integrable first derivatives, equipped with the norm lUll,~ = 
(f,~u[ 2 dx) 1/2 
2. THE MIN I -ELEMENT APPROXIMATION 
OF THE STOKES PROBLEM 
We consider the Stokes system 
-Au  + Vp = f, in F~, 
div u = 0, in f~, (2.1) 
u = 0, on 0f~, 
where f~ C R 2 is a bounded, connected, polygonal domain and f E [L2(f~)] 2. For the sake of 
simplicity, homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions will be considered. We will now introduce 
the classical variational formulation of problem (2.1). Define 
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and for all (u,p), (v,q) E V × P set 
B(u,p; v,q)= f VuVvdx- f pdivvdx - f qdivudx. 
f~ f~ f2 
(2.2) 
Then the standard variational formulation of problem (2.1) is given by 
f induEV,  pEP ,  
such that B(u, p; v, q) = / f .  v dx, 
f~ 
for a l l vEV ,  qEP .  (2.3) 
It is well known (see, for instance, [2]) that problem (2.3) has a unique solution. Let Th be a 
family of triangulations of~ compatible with its polygonal boundary such that the smallest angle 
of all triangles is bounded from below by a positive constant independent of h. If T E Th, set 
hT = diam T. Define 
V L={vE[C°(~) ]  2 : VilT is linear, TETh ,  i=1 ,2} .  (2.4) 
For each T E Th, denote by A~., A~, A 3 its barycentric oordinates and define 
{ A~.(z)A~(x)A3(x), i f z  E T, bT(X) = O, if x ¢ T. (2.5) 
bT is known as the cubic bubble, since it is a cubic polynomial on each triangle. We have 
bT C H~(~), bTIT E H01(T); in other words, the support of bT is completely contained in the 
triangle T. 
Put 
and 
Bh = span {bT, T E Th}, Bh = [Bh] 2, 
Vh = V L ~ Bh. 
Set then 
Ph={qEC°(~) : /q  dx 
We obviously have Vh C V, Ph C P. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
---- 0, q[T is linear, T E Th } • (2.8) 
The MINI-element discretization [3] of (2.3) is then given by 
find Uh E Vh, Ph E Ph, 
such that  B(uh,Ph;  Vh, qh) = / f 'Vh ,  for all Vh E Vh, qh E Ph. (2.9) 
In [3], it is shown that the MINI-element satisfies the Babugka-Brezzi condition, so that we have 
stability and the error estimate 
[u - Uh[1,fl +[[P -- P~]10,~ --< Ch {lu[2,f~ + IP[1,~}, (2.10) 
provided u E [H2(~)] 2 and p E HI(~'~). 
Each element Vh E Vh can uniquely be written as Vh = VL + VB with VL E V L and vB E Bh. 
As observed in [1], the linear part UL of the solution Uh seems to be a better approximation to 
the exact solution u than Uh itself; the bubble functions are only needed to stabilize the finite 
element approximation i  the sense of [4]. For this reason, several error estimators are based only 
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on the linear part of the error. In [1], the following estimator is defined. For the sake of simplicity, 
we will assume from now on that f is constant on each triangle T E Th. For any T E Th, set 
2 1 }1,2 
= UL I Io ,T  , VPhIIO,T -4- ~ ~ IEI L 0u J + Ildiv 9. 
ECOTA~ 
(2.11) 
[0UL 1 where IT[ and IE[ are the area of T and the length of an edge E, respectively, and where [ On J j 
OUL 
denotes the jump of ~ across E. In [1], the following theorem is proved. 
THEOREM. There are two constants Co, Cl which only depend on ~ azM on the smallest angle in 
the triangulation Th such that the estimates 
( 1 1/2 
~,TEuh ) 
and 
?7T ~ C1 {lu - Uh[1,T -[-[[p -Ph[[O,T}, for all T 6 ~ (2.13) 
hold. 
In the next section, we will show that part of the estimator ~T can be recovered by using the 
bubble part us  of the solution Uh. 
3. THE BUBBLE PART OF THE SOLUTION AS AN 
ERROR EST IMATOR FOR THE L INEAR PART 
Problem (2.9) splits naturally as 
find Uh = UL ~- UB E Vh, Ph E Ph, 
such that B(uh, Ph; VL, qh) = f f" VL dx, for all VL E V~, 
f~ 
B(uh,  Ph; VB, qh) = / f" VB dx, 
fl 
qh E Ph, 
for all VB E Bh, qh C Ph; 
(3.1) 
since the support of a bubble is contained within a single element, we can make a static conden- 
sation in the second equation of (3.1) as, for instance, in [5-7], and obtain UB in terms of UL, Ph 
and bT. The result can be expressed in the following way (see [8] for the details). 
f bT dx T [oph ] 
UBIT -- f IVbTI 2 dx [-~xi - ff  bT, i = 1,2. (3.2) 
IT T 
Now, we can go back to the first equation of (3.1), and using (3.2), we have that UL solves the 
following problem (see [8]): 
find UL E V L, Ph E Ph, 
1 (fTbTdX) 2 f 
such that B(UL, Ph; VL, qh) -- ~ IT I f ]VbT]2 dx ](~YPh -- f)" Vqh dx (3.3) 
TE "Yt, T T 
=ff .VLdX,  for a l l vnEV L, qhEPh. 
~t 
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It is quite natural to look at uB as an error estimator for UL, or at least part of it. We will see 
that the Hi -norm of UB is indeed part of the estimator ?~T defined in (2.11). We have 
frbTdx ~ L-~[OPh ]2 fj - fj 
(3.4) 
_ 1 bT dx Oph _ f i  2 
ITI f lVbTl2 dx OX~ O,T " 
T 
By direct computation, it can be shown that for the cubic bubble bT, the following results hold: 
/ bT dx = ~-~O , / 'VbT'2 dx - 72~T, , 
T T 
where d 2 is the sum of the squares of the edges of T. Hence, 
bT dx 
1 - ITI2 = Clrl, 
ITI f lVbTl2 dx 5d~ 
T 
where the constant C depends on T, but can be bounded uniformly with respect to h from above 
and from below by the minimum angle condition. We end up with 
i 2 Oph f~ 2 
lu. l l ,T ~ ITI ~ -  0,T' 
which is, up to a constant, the first term of the indicator defined in (2.11). 
4 .  CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown that the bubble part of the MINI-element approximation of Stokes problem is a 
term of an error estimator for the linear part. In our opinion, the importance of this observation 
lies in the possibility of extending this result to other kinds of bubbles used to stabilize various 
finite element methods, for instance the upwind bubbles defined in [9] for convection-dominated 
problems. Some results in this case are described in [10]. 
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